Quick quiz

Test your knowledge of New Zealand.
1. Which city is the capital of New Zealand? a) Sydney; b) Wellington; c) Auckland.
2.		What are the native people of New Zealand called? a) Aborigine; b) Inuit; c) Maori.
3:		What season is it in December in New Zealand? a) winter; b) spring; c) summer.

What does it mean?

Match the words from the article with the definitions. The paragraph number will also help you find
the correct word.

adrenaline junkie
lifeguard

gear

vegetation

poisonous

landscape

native

1. an area of land that is beautiful to look at

skipper

cord

national park

(paragraph 1)

2. a thick strong string or rope

(paragraph 2)

3. someone who is addicted to the thrill of extreme sports

(paragraph 2)

4. a large area of beautiful countryside that is protected
5. an old traditional story

legend

(paragraph 4)

(paragraph 4)

6. trees, plants and bushes

(paragraph 4)

7. someone or something that has lived in an area for a very very long time

(paragraph 4)

8. a slang word for special clothes and equipment you need for a particular activity
9. the boss on a boat; another word for captain

(paragraph 7)

(paragraph 7)

10. when a plant or animal contains something that can hurt or even kill you it is
11. someone whose job it is to save a swimmer who is in danger
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change very quickly. It can even be cold
t.
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New Zealand: Air, Land and Sea

by Doris Evans and Anthony Doesburg
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Find the information

Where can you do the sports: in the air, on the land, or in the water? Find all the sports activities in
the article and write them into the word wheels. Tick three activities you would like to do. Can you find
someone who’d like to do the same activities as you?

air

4

skydiving

land

hiking

water

kayaking

teen talk

Write the name of the person who said...
“It was just awesome.”
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You can say awesome when something is cool, amazing, or impressive.

5

Write a postcard

Like Sabine from Germany, you are spending a year in New Zealand. Write a postcard to your
friend at home. Tell your friend:
• where you are
• about an awesome sport you did yesterday and how you felt
• about a fantastic place you are going to in New Zealand next week

Level 2 Intermediate
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Dear

Love

6

Webquest
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Alone or in small groups, choose one of the places in the article. Print out information and photos and
make a poster about it. Some examples are: Queenstown, Lake Wakatipu, Te Urewera National Park.

7

Role-play: group work for 2-6 students

Each student writes notes on one of the role cards using information from the article. Then add
some ideas and extra information of your own. One student is the reporter; the other students are
the people from the article. Why not practice your interviews and then record or video them?

Mitchell

Flyn

Reporter

(Write notes only)

(Write notes only)

(Write questions only)

age: 21

age:

How old are you?

nationality:

nationality: New Zealander

nationality:

live in:

live in:

lives in:

job:

job:

job:

sports:

sports:

sports:

other awesome things:

other awesome things:

other awesome things:

Sabine

Shayni

Jessica

(Write notes only)

(Write notes only)

(Write notes only)

age:

age:

age:

nationality:

nationality:

nationality:

live in:

live in:

live in:

job: student

job:

job:

sports:

sports: scuba-diving

sports:

other awesome things:

other awesome things:

other awesome things:
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gets paid for saving lives

Key
1
1. b) Wellington
2. c) Maori
3. c) summer
2
1. landscape
2. cord
3. adrenaline junkie
4. national park
5. legend
6. vegetation
7. native
8. gear
9. skipper
10. poisonous
11. lifeguard
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air
skydiving, paragliding, bungee jumping (also: parabungeeing, bungee swinging, sky jumping)

land
climbing, canyoning, mountain biking, snowboarding, skiing, hiking, cycling

water
white-water rafting, kayaking, swimming, scuba-diving
4
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